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Brief Introduction
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The K5000 three phase keypad 
prepayment energy meter is an active energy 
metering instrument, which uses digit as data 
exchange medium. Switchable between 
prepaid and post-paid modes, the energy 
meter has various communication options
which allow ease of AMI/AMR integration. 
Its design philosophy focuses on being 
humane, modular and global-oriented. It also 
featured high measuring accuracy, flexible 
settlement in kWh or credit, multi tariffs and 
outstanding anti-tamper performance, K5000 
has found wide application in residential, 
commercial and industrial applications.
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Functions
Measuring function
Measuring the current combined active/ reactive energy, forward 
active/ reactive energy, reserve active/ reactive energy
Monitoring function
Measuring the total voltage, current, active power, power factor,
and measure the grid frequency parameters etc.
Active energy demand measuring function.
Switch between prepaid and post-paid
Switchable between prepaid mode and post- paid mode as per
requirement
Alarm and pre- warning function
When residual energy is lower than the prewarning threshold 
(multiple threshold can be set), alarm threshold, or when residual 
energy reaches 0, overload, tamer events like cover opening oc-
currence, the alarming LED blinks (whether with sound alarm or 
not is optional).

Load control function
Multi tariffs function
Remots switch control function
High anti- tamper function, various events 
detection function
Record and query the occurrance time and types of the 
latest 10 events, which include: Cover opening, energy
reverse, bypass, over- voltage, under- voltage, 
over- current, magnetic, overload, power off, time 
correction, energy purchasing etc. 
Overdraft
According to the agreement between the power supply
bureau and user, if overdraft function is allowed, user 
could continue using energy within the overdraft range 
when the purchased energy reaches zero.

Specifications Dimension

Standards

Rated voltage

Current

Starting Current

Accuracy class

Frequency

Impulse constant

Display

Communication

Communication protocol

Ingress protection

Operating temperature

Power
consumption

IE C62052-11, IEC62053-21

3X240/415V

CT 5(10)A

CT:0.1% In

CT: Active: 1.0, Reactive 2.0

50Hz

CT:12000imp/kWH, 12000imp/kvarh

LCD 7+0 / 6+2 / 7+1

3G/GPRS/RF/PLC,
Optical/ Infrared, RS485

DLMS/COSEM

IP54

-25 C~+65 C

1.5W, 10VA

1 VA

Voltage circuit

Current circuit

IE C62055, IEC62056


